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Brill Acquires Schöningh & Fink
Brill recently acquired the German publishing houses
of Ferdinand Schöningh and Wilhelm Fink, including
the imprint Konstanz University Press. The publishing
programs of Brill, Schöningh and Fink are highly
complementary in subject matter. Brill’s programs in
History, Theology, Literature and Cultural Studies,
Media Studies and Philosophy are strengthened by the
programs of Schöningh and Fink, whose publishing list
comprises of a catalogue of 5,500 books and over 300 new

titles per year, as well as seven journals.
At this point, our author services and benefits are still
separated and there are no immediate changes for you
as a Brill author. For a complete title list and ordering
information of Schöningh and Fink please visit
www.schoeningh.de, www.fink.de and www.kup.de.

Open Access: The Journal of Interrupted Studies
In cooperation with Oxford University, we have launched
The Journal of Interrupted Studies. The journal publishes
complete and incomplete articles by scholars whose work
has been jeopardized by forced migration. Founded in
response to the European migrant crisis, the journal accepts
submissions from authors fleeing a range of political,
humanitarian and environmental situations. The journal is
available in print and online in Open Access:
brill.com/tjis.

Social Media: Brill on Instagram
Did you know that you can follow us on Instagram? Via @brillpublishing you
will receive the best pictures from Leiden: from book covers to snap shots of our
colleagues, from rare manuscripts to art memes. Join us now!

What does our ORCID membership mean for you?
Earlier this year, Brill has joined ORCID: the Open Researcher and
Contributor ID, which is a code to uniquely identify scientif ic work,
and academic authors and contributors: now that we’re compliant,
your Brill publication(s) will be linked to your ID, together with
other publications, affiliations, name variations, and other relevant
information to your ORCID record. More information: brill.com/ORCID

Uri Tadmor joins Brill as Publishing Director Asian
Studies and Language & Linguistics
With our increased strategic focus on Asia and the growing
publishing programs for Language & Linguistics and
Literature & Cultural Studies, we have decided to split the
Publishing Unit MIA, which comprises the academic fields
in Islam Studies, Middle East Studies, African Studies, Asian
Studies, Language & Linguistics, Literature & Cultural
Studies.

As a result, Dr. Uri Tadmor has joined Brill in the capacity
of Publishing Director Asian Studies and Language &
Linguistics. Tadmor holds a PhD in Linguistics from the
University of Hawaii, and worked in various academic
positions for over 20 years. In 2010 he joined De Gruyter
Mouton where he held the position of Editorial Director
overseeing three editorial teams for Linguistics, Modern
Languages and Asian Studies.

Author Services
In need of a copy-editor, translator, indexer or someone
to help you apply for funding?
Go to authorservices.brill.com and find an expert
in your field. Make the process of preparing and
submitting a manuscript easier with Brill’s suite of
author services, provided by Peerwith.

Stay up-to-date with our latest news. Visit our social media channels overview and connect with us at
brill.com/social-media

About Brill
Founded in 1683 in Leiden, the Netherlands, Brill is a leading international
academic publisher in 20 main subject areas, including Middle East and
Islamic Studies, Asian Studies, Classical Studies, History, Biblical and
Religious Studies, Language & Linguistics, Biology, and International Law.
With offices in Leiden (NL), Boston (US), Paderborn (GER) and Singapore
(SG), Brill today publishes over 270 journals and close to 1,200 new books
and reference works each year, available in both print and electronic form.
Brill also markets a large number of primary source research collections
and databases. The company’s key customers are academic and research
institutions, libraries, and scholars. Brill is a publicly traded company and is
listed on Euronext Amsterdam NV. For further information, please visit
www.brill.com.
We sincerely thank you for being part of the Brill author community, and
we hope you find these updates useful. If you have comments, questions, or
suggestions for future issues, feel free to contact us at authors@brill.com.
Sincerely,
The Brill Marketing Team

